HOW WERE PLATO’S IDEAS AND
THE ENERGIC MACROSCOPIC WORLD
BORN OUT OF THE DISINTEGRATION
OF THE WORLD MENTAL SYMBOL
Plato’s Eidoses are not primordial, but secondary. The bricks of the world are not ideal
elements remote from their energy in the object and remote from their subjectivity in
man, they are Intellectual, Conscious Full-blooded Mentalities that have taken away their
Subjectivity from man, and their Energeticalness from the object.
Plato’s Eidoses are a mistaken dualistic abstraction, which mirrors only the dualistic
human macroscopic world. Plato’s Eidoses are secondary formations obtained from the
disintegration of World Mentality and the Energetic Cogito of the dualism of the nonenergetic thought and the non-thinking energy. Together with the macroscopic world,
Plato’s Eidoses are born from the act that drives out of the Mentalities the energy which
evolves as matter, and disintegrates mentalities themselves into a Semantics distanced from
its energy and energy distanced from its Semantics. The disintegration and destruction of
World Mentalities is effected as an emission of Temporal Spirit from the Spatial Idea. The
Asymmetrical Individualizing tendency, which takes Energy out of the Memory and distances
the Remembering Idea from the Unremembering energetic Spirit enhances forgetfulness.
That is why we say that Analysis forgets and the Forgetfulness analyzes and makes things
asymmetrical. The symmetric desindividualizing and universalizing Tendency that brings
Energy within Memory and draws Powers and Particles closer by likening the law-governed
regularities of facts, enhances remembering. That is why we maintain that Synthesis remembers
and Memory synthesizes, makes symmetrical and generates Universalities. It is Cognition’s task
and mission to remember this Undivided state of semantics and Energies in their complete
Mentalities and to bring back the Unremembering Temporal energetic Spirit within the world
space non-energetic Memory of the Ideas a Primordial Total Mentality. But if Plato’s Eidoses
are not artifacts, but just reflect the moment of Division of World Elementary Mentalities into
a thinking space and energetic time, then Plato’s Eidoses reflect the state of un-truth which the
universe has fallen into, by bifurcating into non-energetic ideas and unremembering energy.
Then the state of Truth demands a cancellation of the false state of division and restoration
of the Non-ambiguous state of Ideating Energy and Energizing Memory.
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